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TheArrhenius
plotfor 39Atreleased
duringstepheating
of a sample
containing
a distribution
of
diffusiondomainswill depart from a straightline in ways that depend on the domain size distribution

andtheheating
schedule
usedto extractthe39At.In a newseriesof experiments
wemakeuseof the
heatingscheduleeffect to confirmthe multidomainnature of severalalkali feldspar samples.We find
that temperature cycling is particularly useful for determining the diffusion parameters (activation
energyand frequencyfactor) of the differentdomains.We also use the log (r/to) versuscumulative

percent39Atreleased
plotpresented
in an earlierpaperto displaybetterthe sizesof the different
domainsand the proportion of argon that they contain. We concludeby showingthat a particular
choice of the geometry and number of domains is not critical to the determination of the thermal

historyprovided
the39Atdataaresatisfactorily
fittedby theparticular
choicemode.Experiments
on
singlecrystalsshowthat multiple diffusiondomainsare an intrinsicproperty of the feldsparsand thus
are not separable by a careful selection of the grains to be analyzed.

INTRODUCTION

Recent work on argon diffusion [Zeitler, 1987; Lovera et
al., 1989; Richter et al., 1991], as well as inferences from

microstructural studies [Harrison and McDougall, 1981],
suggest that feldspars contain argon diffusion domains of
varying sizes. Earlier studiesby Turner [1968] and Gillespie
et al. [1982] illustrated the effect on the age spectra of
aggregatesamples having a distribution of different argon
domains. Our own results [Lovera et al., 1989] not only
support the general concept of distinct diffusion domains in
alkali feldsparsbut also quantify the differencesthat should
be expected between age spectra, Arrhenius plots, and
cooling histories calculated assuming single or multidiffusion-domainbehavior. When data from alkali feldspar
samplesof the Chain of Pondspluton (CPP) are interpreted
as having a singleuniform domain, we found that the cooling
history determined from their closure temperatures(calculated following Dodson [1973]) disagreeswith estimates of
the coolingrate obtainedfrom the shapeof the individual age
spectra. These differences are reconciled once one assumes
that the samples from CPP are in fact made up of a
distribution

of different

diffusion

domain

sizes. The most

distributionof diffusiondomainsizesin feldsparsamplesand
also will show how the heating schedulecan be optimized for
determiningthe activation energy of each componentof the
domain

size distribution.

We noted earlier

that Arrhenius

plots derived from multidomain samples depend on the
temperatureand duration of the heating stepsused. In other
words, different heating schedulesfor the same sample will
result in different Arrhenius plots. We present the results of
applyingdifferentheatingschedules(cyclingthe temperature
rather than monotonically increasingit) to splits of samples
from CPP. Comparing these results with those obtained
previously usingprogressivelyincreasingtemperature steps
[Heizler et al., 1988] further shows that the alkali feldspars
from CPP contain diffusion domains of varying sizes.
The new cyclic heating experimentsgenerally confirm as a
valid approximation to assume that all domains have the
same activation energy. In another paper [Harrison et al.,
1991] we recognize the existence of small variations in

activation energiesand describean approachthat accommodated these variations in the multidomain

calculations.

How-

ever, the Arrhenius plots from these examples fail to show

theproperties
of thedistribution
itself(domainsize,pj, and
volumefraction,•bj).We proposed[Richteret al., 1991]a

direct consequenceof the existence of different size diffusion
domain is the observed departure from linearity of diffusion

new way of plotting the data, which, being independentof E,
D O, and the heating schedule,better displaysthe distribution
coefficient
calculated
from39Arversusreciprocal
tempera- properties. We present a simple method to calculate the
ture in the Arrhenius plot.
distributionparametersinvolved(pj, rbj) usingthis new
In our previous work we assumed that all diffusion do- graph. Also, we analyze the role of the distribution parammains in the sample share the same activation energy, but eters in determiningthe estimate of the cooling history. The
the data presented did not clearly resolve the activation final sectioncontainsnew data from singlecrystal samples.
energy of each component of the distribution. Data pre- Since these samplesalso contain a distribution of diffusion
sented here will further demonstrate
the existence of a
domain sizes, it appearsthat careful sample selection does
not obviate the need for an interpretative schemebased on a
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METHODS

The 4øAr/39Ar
isotopicmeasurements
of alkali-feldspar

Paper number 90JB02217.
0148-0227/91/90JB-02217505.00

separates were obtained using automated Nuclide 4.5-602057

2058
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RSS and VG 1200Smass spectrometersat the State Univer-

2.23

sity of New York at Albany followingthe analyticalproceduresof Harrison and Fitz Gerald [1986].Samplesweighing
from 0.2 to ---100mg were wrapped in Sn foil and irradiated
in evacuated quartz vials along with Fe-mica biotite (307.3
Ma) flux monitors,K2SO4 and CaF2 in the H-5 positionof
the Ford Reactor, University of Michigan. Samples were
heated in a Ta crucible within

a double-vacuum
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modified in the fashion described by Harrison and Fitz
Gerald [1986] from the design of Staudacher et al. [1978].
Precision of temperature measurement and control is estimated
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accuracy of measurementof thermocoupletemperature is
---5øC.The accuracyof measurementof the sampletemperature can be routinely gaugeby the melting temperatureof

-5'

o

the Sn foil (at 230øC) and the breakdown of volume diffusion

o

behaviorin the alkali feldsparat 1150øCdue to incongruent
melting. Becauseeach heatingstep involvesa heat-upand
cool-downphase,the durationof eachstepis takento be the
time between reachingwithin about 5øCof designatedtem-

ß

o

o
ß

perature and the furnace shutdown. Although the time for
thermal equilibrationwithin the samplecruciblevaries with
temperature, the effect on calculated diffusion coefficients is

secondorder and no correction is made for stepsgreater
than two minutes. Note that the heating schedule which
optimizes the information on the Arrhenius plot may not
yield the best age spectrum. Indeed, there is a clear conflict
between these goals which requires compromisesin the
choiceof the heatingschedule.For example,as discussedin
the next section,stepscycled to lower temperatureto assess
variation in activation energy between domains result in
very low gas yield, even for long heating durations. While
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Fig. 1. Computed Arrhenius plots obtained by applying two
different heating schedulesto the same theoretical sample (one
increasingthe temperaturemonotonically,and the othercyclingthe
temperature). The cycled heating scheduleshown in the inset (line
with symbols)starts by increasingthe temperaturemuch like the
monotonicheating (heavy line), but now using shorter time steps
the 39Arsignalis almostalwayssufficient
for theArrhenius and
avoiding incipient melting (open triangles). The temperature
calculations,
the corresponding
radiogenic4øArcontentis then is reduced(solidtriangles),and later cycled (first open circles,
often highly uncertain giving the age spectrum a noisy later solid circles, and finally open squares).The Arrhenius plots
appearance (e.g., Figure 5). Details of the calculations and (usingthe same symbolsand a heavy line in the monotonic case)
the FORTRAN 77 programsused to fit the empiricalresults showthat at first one obtainsinformationon the propertiesof the
smallestdomainsbut that as the extraction of argon continues,the
to theoryare givenby O. M. Lovera(4øAr/39Ar
diffusion contributionsfrom the larger domainsbeginto be mappedout. This
from multi-domain samples, submittedto Computersand figure shows that the cycled heating scheduleprovides a better
measureof the activation energy of the different domains.
Geosciences, 1990).
Extraction

blanks have varied over the course of these

analyses
from7 x 10-16to 10-14mol4øArinanatmospheric
ratio, with the VG1200S system attaining the very lowest

values.Thereis effectively
no 39Arblankin eithersystem
evenfor long-termheatingstepsof up to 3 days.Getteringof
reactive gasesis accomplishedby the hot Ta furnace walls
and SAES Zr-Ti alloy pumps (Nuclide, one 50 L/s (400øC)
and one 10 L/s (100øC); VG, one 10 L/s (700øC)]. The

what unreachable since each grain may have a different
domain distribution.

CYCLING THE EXTRACTION

TEMPERATURES

Based on data generated by monotonically increasing

4øAr/39Ar
analytical
results
andheating
schedules
aregiven extraction temperatures, we made the simple assumption
in Tables 1-4. Corrections are made to the data for interfer-

that all domainshave the sameactivation energy [Lovera et
al., 1989].However, we noted that Arrheniusplotsobtained
decayof 37Ar.Uncertainties
for agesarequotedat theone usingthe traditional monotonicstep heating do not resolve
sigma level and do not include the error in the J factor, well the activation energy of the larger domain sizes. In
estimatedto be 0.5%. All ageshave been calculatedwith the order to determinethe activation energyof each component
decay constantsand isotopeabundancesrecommendedby of the distribution,we find it to be more effectiveto cycle the
Steiger and Jiiger [1977]. Diffusion coefficients are calcu- temperature rather than to increase it monotonically. As an
lated using the expressions summarized in Table 5.1 of example, Figure 1 shows calculated Arrhenius data for both
McDougall and Harrison [ 1988]and are given, togetherwith a monotonicand cyclic heating experiment applied to the
thelog(D/r2)andlog(r/ro)datain Tables1-4.Wenotehere same synthetic sample. The cyclic heating schedulebegins
that the nature of our samplesand the stepheatingapproach by raising the temperature in the conventionalway, but
precludesassessment
of uncertaintyof the cumulativeper- using shorter time steps than those used in the monotonic
cent39Arreleased
because
eachstepisdependent
onallthe experiment. Shorter time steps shift the departure from
previous steps.Also, exact duplicationof the data is some- linear behaviorin the Arrheniusplot to highertemperatures.
ing nuclear reaction products, extraction blanks, and the
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earlier trend). This effect was already observed in the
monotonic increasing heating experiments. Thus the high-
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temperaturedomainline was drawn only to illustratewere a
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domain with identical E would plot. Extraction temperatures
above the onset of melting will result in a loss of important
information about the existence and diffusion properties of
the largest domains in the sample, which are often found to
contain more than 40% of the total argon. The way to avoid

time (rain)

',,

this step (see the correspondinglog (r/ro) plot in Figure 5).
For the largest domain size, only two points were available
since at temperatures above about 1150øC(temperature at
which the alkali feldspars began to incongruently melt), the
diffusion properties of the reactants (leucite plus melt) are
considerably different from that of the stable sample (note
how the solid squares in Figure 2 do not line up on any

thisundesirable
effectisto extractthe 39Arat temperatures
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Fig. 2. Arrhenius plot for sample MH-10.cf obtained from a
split of MH-10 K-feldspar (separated from the Chain of Ponds
pluton) using the extraction temperature schedule shown in the
inset. This time, the temperature was raised (open triangles) until it
reached 1000øC, then the temperature was kept fixed for several
steps to complete the exhaustion of the smallest domains (several
open triangles overlap at 1000øCin the inset). The temperature was
then reduced for a few steps to assessthe activation energy of the
next largest domain. This cycle is repeated with isothermal stepsat
1150øC(open squares). Finally, the samplewas completely degassed
at temperatures above the melting point (solid squares). The activation energy of each domain is seen to be very similar.

below 1150øC by using larger time steps. Thus another
experimentwas performedon a secondsplit of MH-10 using
thermal cycling (MH-10.bm, Figure 3), but now keeping the
temperature below melting until 99% of the argon was
released. This time all points of the Arrhenius plot (Figure
3), except the last two black points which representlessthan
1% of the total argon released, produced reliable information
on the diffusion properties of the sample. Although the
activation energy of the largest domain was still not clearly
resolved (some scattering appears in the finals steps of

Figure3 dueto thelowpercent39Arreleased)
notethatthe
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Lovera et al. [ 1989] showedthis effect by rerunninga split of
the sample MH-8 using a cycled schedule. The experiment
provided clear evidence that the deviation from linearity in
the Arrhenius plot results from a combination of the diffusion domain distribution and the heating scheduleuse. Prior
to approaching the onset of incongruent melting (about
1150øC),the temperature is substantiallyreduced and later
cycled. The advantage of temperature cycling is that by
repeatedly reducing the temperature one obtains much more
informative
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energy of the different size fractions present in the sample.
Figure 2 illustrates how temperature cycling allows a
better determination of the activation energies corresponding to the different domains. This Arrhenius plot corre-

spondsto 39At data obtainedfrom a splitof the MH-10
sample called MH-10.cf. The heating schedule used starts
with a monotonically increasing temperatures followed by
several stepsmaintainedat a fixed temperaturein order to
exhaust completely the smallest diffusion domains. After
that the temperature was reduced for a few steps to assess
the activation energy of the next larger domains, and so on.
Least squares were used to calculate the lines of the two
lowest temperaturesdomains, but the fifth stepwas not used
in the calculation because the large uncertainty introduced

by thelongsteptimeandthelow percent39Arreleased
in

UH
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Fig. 3. Arrhenius plot for sample MH-10.bm obtained from
another split of MH-10 usingthe extraction temperaturesshownin
the inset. The heating schedule was similar to that used in Figure 2,
but now the temperaturewas held below the meltingpoint until 99%
of the sample's argon was released. Only two steps (solid squares)

were at highertemperatures,
releasinglessthan 1% of the total
argon. Again the activationenergiesof the different domainsappear
quite similar, keeping in mind that the scatter in the data points for
the largest domain are due to very small amounts of gas being
released per temperature step.
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activation energies of the other two domain sizes appear
quite similar (+4 kcal/mol) in both samplesand the hightemperaturepoints scattercloseto a line drawn parallel to

trum. More than 40% of argon was extracted from this
sampleat temperaturesabove 1150øC,which is above the
onset of melting. Consequently,there is a change in the

the others two. This time we also used information

diffusionpropertiesof the sample,whichin the log (r/ro)plot
producessmallapparentdomainsizesandresultsin a lossof
important information about the largest domain size. The
"small" domainssizesassociatedwith the last 39Arreleased
in Figure 5 are clearly an artifact, becauseit makesno sense
for theseapparentlylessretentivedomainsto have beenthe
last to releasetheir argon. Therefore the best heatingschedule appearsto involve cycling the temperaturebelow the
melting point, with repeated isothermal steps, like that
applied to the MH-10.bm sample of Figure 3. The corre-

from

other runs of sampleMH-10 to calculatethe line at lowest
temperatureby the least squaresmethod.In all the experiments that we have run, which include several reruns of the
MH-8, MH-10, and MH-42, the activation energiesfor the
different domain size of each sample agree within about +4
kcal/mol.

A method

to resolve

differences

in activation

energiesand its implicationson the determinationof the
thermal history are describedby Harrison et al. [1991].

sponding
plotof log(r/to)versus
cumulative
percent39Ar

DETERMINATIONOF DOMAINSFROM 39Ar
The distribution of diffusiondomainsappearsto be pivotal
to interpretingdata from multidomainsamples.Lovera et al.
[1989] calculatedthe distributionby tedious trial and error.
Althoughcycling producesbetter resolutionof the kinetic
parametersthan monotonicheating experiments,the size
and gas content of each componentof the distributionare
not clearly displayed.Each datum on an Arrheniusplot has
equalweight, althoughthe gascontentcan be as muchas 10
times different. It appears that Arrhenius plots are not an

releasedshownin Figure 6 does not displaya lowered value
of log (r/r o) late in release.

A setof distribution
parameters
(pj, •bj)canbedetermined
from the log (r/ro) plot usingthe expressiongiven in Appendix A. A synthetic log (r/ro) plot calculated using these
parameterssatisfactorilyfits the real data shownin Figure7,
where the actual and syntheticlog (r/ro) plots from sample
MH- 10.bm are compared.

The K-feldsparPC-88-32usedby Richter et al. [1991]also
offers a good example of the agreementthat one should
adequate
way to plot the 39Ardatafor determining
the expect between real and syntheticdata. We reproducein
distribution
parameters
(pj, cbj).Richteret al. [1991]pro- Figure 8 the comparisonbetweenboth actualand synthetic

posedanalternate
wayto viewthe39Ardata,whichbetter log(r/ro)plotsobtained
fromfeldspars
PC-88-32.
The4øAr/
reveal the properties of the distribution. We present a more
detaileddiscussionof this approach,especiallyhow they can

39Aranalyticalresultsandheatingschedules
of thissample
are tabulated by Richter et al. [1991].

be usedto determinethe distributionparameters(pj, 4•j).
Multidomain samplesreleasethe first argonlike an uniform
grain with an effective size r0 (straight line at lowtemperaturestepsin Figure 1). Thusa functionlog (r/ro)can
be calculatedby subtractingfrom the low-temperatureline

EFFECT

OF DOMAIN
HISTORY

PROPERTIES ON THERMAL
DETERMINATIONS

Determiningthe componentsof the domaindistributionin
determined
bythefirstheating
steps,
log(D/to2),
therealdata
from39Ardatarequiresan a prioriselection
of the
log(D/r2),anddividing
by two.D is thediffusion
coefficient a sample
which is assumedto follow the simple Arrhenius equation,

D(T) = Doe-œ/RT

(1)

number of different domain sizes. Even when the number of

plateausobservedin the log (r/ro) plot givesan estimateof
the minimum number of domain sizes necessary to produce

a satisfactoryfitting to the data, a larger numberof different
where Do is the frequencyfactor, E the activationenergy,
domainscould producean equally satisfactoryresult. Also,
andR the gasconstant.Do and E are assumedto be common
the a priori choiceof a domaingeometryto modelthe sample
to all domains in the distribution.
affects the resultingvolume fractions and sizes of the doFigure 4 showsthe log (r/ro) plot for both heatingschedmains.Equally satisfactoryfittingof the real data is obtained
ules applied to the syntheticsampleof Figure 1. Note that
using different domain geometriesand correspondswith
the difference observed between both Arrhenius plots in

Figure 1 does not produceequivalentlydifferentlog (r/ro)
plots. Only a very small differencedue to heating stepsof
finite duration is observed between the two plots. It appears

then that the log (r/ro) plot is insensitiveto the particular
heating scheduleused for the extraction of argon.
The rapid changesin log (r/ro)observedat 30% and80% of
cumulativeargonreleasedin Figure4 are associatedwith the
volume fraction of each component,(•bl --• 0.3 and
--•0.8), while from the relatively horizontal segmentsone can
determine the sizes of the smaller domains, (pl, /92). In

Appendix A we present an analytical discussionof these
graphsalongwith the expressionswhich relate the valuesof
log (r/ro)obtainedfrom the horizontalsegments
(we will call

themplateaus)with the parameters
(pj, 6j).
Log (r/ro) plots for data from real samplesconfirmthe
advantageof plotting the data in this new way. Figure 5
showsthe log (r/ro) from sampleMH-10.cf (Arrheniusplot
shown in Figure 2) along with its correspondingage spec-

differentsetof (pj, cbj)parameters
andoftenalsodifferent
number of domain

sizes.

Theabovediscussion
pointsto thefactthatthe 39Ardata
generatedby the stepheatingmethodare in themselvesnot
enoughto determinea unique set of distributionparameters.
However, we can investigatethe role of these somewhatad
hoc selections(geometryand numberof domainsizes)in the
final estimate of the thermal history.

A critical questionis whether different "acceptablesolutions" for the distributionparameterswill result in appreciable differences in the estimates of the thermal history? One

canassumethat two setof parameters
(say,(4•j,Pj)J = 1, s

and(4•j,Pj)J= 1,p) produce
a similarcalculated
release
of

argon
atanystep,such
that139fm(•j,
pj,•m)-- 39fm(•>•,
•'m)]< e, where e is an arbitrarysmallconstantand
•m =

fo
tm

D[T(t')] dt'
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late age spectra for these distributions using thermal histories that need not be characterized by linear increasesof 1/T
with time. Figure 10 shows the age spectra calculated
assuming a constant rate of cooling. Assuming a more
complicated thermal history results in the synthetic age
spectra shown in Figure 11. This last example was chosen so
that the segments of the cooling history affecting different
domains of the sample have different cooling rates, in effect

1.2

0.8

verydifferentdiffusion
timeconstants,
rj. Note thatin both
Figures 10 and 11 there are only small differences in the age
spectra obtained using the three different domain distributions. These examples suggest that any set of distribution
parameters that allows a satisfactory fit to the Arrhenius and

0.4

log (r/to) plots, will result in an equally satisfactoryestimate

of thecoolingcurvebasedon the 4øAr/39Ar
data.
The next question is whether the adoption of a particular

geometry
mightprejudice
theinterpretation
of the 39Arand
4øAr/39Ar
datafrommultidomain
samples?
Normalized
age
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Fig. 4.

6'0

8'0

I 00

% Z9Ar released

Theoretical log (r/ro) plots for the synthetic sample of

Figure 1, calculated for both the monotonic (heavy line) and cycled
(solid line with symbols) heating schedules shown in the inset of
Figure 1. Note that even though the Arrhenius data for the two
heating schedules in Figure 1 (heavy line and discrete points) are

different,the log (r/ro) plots showonly a very smalldifferencedue to
the finite temperature steps used to generate the data. Thus the log
(r/ro) plot is seen to be relatively independent of the heating

spectra calculated for a single grain using planar and spherical geometries show differences in age of about r/2 in the
middle portion of the spectra [see Lovera et al., 1989, Figure
4]. However, in the case of samples with a distribution of
diffusion domain sizes this difference becomes less significant. Synthetic normalized age spectra from multidomain
samplespresented by Lovera et al. [1989] show age variations of several r units in magnitude, which are much larger
than the age differences observed in a single-grain age
spectrum. In addition, the Arrhenius plots using the same

39Ardatabut assuming
differentdomaingeometries
yield
similar activation energies. The difference between their

scheduled.

380

2.2

where tm is laboratory time at the mth step. Note that all
'350

"acceptable
solutions"
will havethesameto, Ps= Pt,-- 1,
E, and Do and thus a common Srm
. If for any commoncooling
history all acceptable solutionsresult in calculated synthetic
ages that differ only by order •, then one would expect that

the geometryand numberof domainsizesadoptedto calcu-

Age

•.4

latethesetof(&j,pj)thatsatisfactorily
fitsthe39Ar
datacan
besafely
usedto interpret
the4øAr/39Ar.
In otherwords,
different "acceptable solutions" calculated using different

290 =

geometries
andnumbers
of grains
willresult
in essentially_o•.0
the same estimate of the thermal history.
To calculate the difference between synthetic age spectra
obtained from different choices of the amount and geometry

ofthedomain
sizes,onemustdealwithnonlinear
equations
and integrals making analytical analysis of the general case
too cumbersome. However, we present in Appendix B some
analytical results for the simple case where the whole
thermal history behaves in the manner (1/T ort) assumedby
Dodson [1973]; therefore all domains in sample will have the
same diffusion

time constant

0.6

26O

log(

0.2

MH-10.cf

r:
-0.2

200

0

r =E(dT_l/dt)

(2)

We also illustrate the general case with numerical results,

20
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% ;9Ar released

Fig. 5. Log (r/ro) plot and age spectrumfrom the remeasured

Figure 9 shows three very similar log (r/to) plots obtained MH-10 sample (MH-10.cf). The last 30% of the argon was released
at temperatures above the melting temperature (heavy lines indifrom distributions with 3, 4, and 5 domains (shown in the catesdatafrom above 1150øC),thusthe decreasein log (r/ro) starting
inset). All distributions are assumed to have the same at about70%of thecumulative
39Arreleased
isnotrepresentative
of
Arrhenius parameters,E and Do. The next step is to calcu- the properties this sample had in its natural setting.
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Fig. 6. Log (r/ro) plot and age spectrumfrom the remeasured
MH-10 sample (MH-10.bm). Since all but the last two extraction

temperatureswere belowthe meltingpoint, no anomalouslylow log

(r/ro) valuesare observedin the first99%of the 39Arreleased.

Arrhenius
plot entersonlythroughthe factorlog (Do/r2),

% TeAr released

Fig. 8. Log(r/ro)versuscumulative
percent39Arcalculated
for
the distributionof domains(largest domain normalized to be one)
shown in the inset compared to actual data from Quxu sample
PC-88-32 [Richter et al., 1991]. The last two fractions of

39

Ar are

ignoredbecausethey were extractedat suchhigh temperaturethat
the sampleexperiencedincipient melting and therefore the diffusion
propertiesdeterminedfrom thesestepsare not representativeof the
crystalline sample.

which is also used to calculatethe plateau temperatures.
Therefore one should obtain essentiallythe same plateau
temperaturesassumingany geometry. Finally, the shapeof the agespectrumis mainlyconstrainedby the plateauagesof
i

1.5

i

,

i

!

each different diffusion domain size and affected to a lesser

i

extent by the assumedgeometry of the domains. Thus one
should not expect much difference in the calculated thermal
histories obtained by interpreting the data using different
geometries.This point is best illustrated using actual data.
Figure 12 showsthe measuredage spectrumand two log

0.5

0.4

0.3
0.2

(r/ro) plots of sampleMH-10.bm calculatedusingspherical
and planar domains.These plots are comparedto the theoretical curves calculatedusing the distributionof spheres
and slabsshownin the inset and the coolingcurvesshownin
the inset to the age spectraplot. Note that even thoughthe
spheresand slabsproducedifferentlog (r/ro)plots,requiring
differentsizedistributions,the fit to a commonagespectrum
resultsin very similarestimatesof coolinghistory.It appears
that the specificgeometryadoptedis not particularlyimpor-
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tant in determininga thermal history.
All of the samples so far discussedare made up of a
mixture of severalindividual crystals. It is conceivablethat

0.3

the distributionof diffusiondomainsrequiredto explainthe

MH-10.bm

4øAr/39Ar
datais theresultof eachcrystalhaving
a particular domainsize. Advancesin massspectrometrynow allow

for 4øAr/39Ar
measurements
on smallindividual
crystals,
-0.1

,

0

2'0

40
Cumulative

,

60

80

100

andthusa directtest can be maderegardingthe existenceof
multiple domainseven in a singlecrystal.

% 39Ar released

SINGLE CRYSTALS

Fig. 7. Log (r/ro) plot from sample MH-10.bm (solid curve)
comparedto the theoreticalplot (dottedcurve) obtainedusingthe
distributionparametersshown in the inset.

Lovera et al. [1989] proposed a distribution of diffusion

domain sizes to explain data obtainedfrom alkali feldspar
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Fig. 10. Calculated age spectraobtained for the model samples
Fig. 9. Log (r/ro) plots obtained from three syntheticsamples of Figure 9 using a linear cooling history. The inset shows the
having the samediffusionparameters(E, Do) and distinctbut similar coolinghistory used. Note that smalldifferencesin the log (r/ro) plot
produce equally small differences in the age spectra. Dotted,
distributions. The distributions are shown in Figure 9b. Dotted,
dashed, and solid lines refer to the sampleswith 3, 4, and 5 domains, dashed,and solidlines refer to the sampleswith 3, 4, and 5 domains,
respectively. The largest domain size and its correspondingvolume respectively.
fractions are the same for the three domain distributions (Ps = 1,
qb
s = 0.47).
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samples. The new degree of freedom implied by the distribution of sizes allows for much better fits to both the age
spectrum and the Arrhenius plot. The fact that the same
distribution of sizes improves the fit to these two independent sets of data was taken

as evidence

that the diffusion

domain sizes are actually a physical property of the sample
while in its natural environment. Furthermore, we showed
that the departure from linear behavior observed in the
Arrhenius plot does not depend on temperature but on the
cumulative fraction of argon released, which further confirms the existence

of distinct

diffusion

domains.
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An inter-

esting question is whether a more careful selection of samples in the laboratory could separate diffusion domains of
different size, prior to isotopic analysis so that the simpler
theory assuminga single uniform diffusion domain size might

becomeapplicable.
The answeris foundin 4øAr/39Ar
measurements on single feldspar crystals of the MH-10 and
MH-42 samples from the Chain of Ponds pluton. These
500-/am-diameter crystals represent the smallest sample that
can be analyzed, because any attempt to crush the sample
below this size could lead to a changeof the properties of the
sample from that while in its natural environment. The data
for single crystals are shown in Figure 13, where we plot log

(r/ro)versuscumulative
percent39Arreleased
fromsingle
K-feldspar crystals of MH-10 and MH-42. It is quite clear
that even a single crystal contains a distribution of diffusion
domains not unlike that found when analyzing an aggregate
sample. This suggeststhat the subdomains arise from the

no

n

Age(Ma)
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4'0
Cumulative

60

8'0

100

% •gAr released

Fig. 11. Same as Figure 10 but usinga different coolinghistory.
The cooling history, shown in the inset, is such that the closure
temperature of the different domains falls on parts of the thermal
historywith differentrates of cooling.As in earlier examples(Figure
10), only small differencesin the age spectra are observed. Dotted,
dashed,and solid lines refer to the sampleswith 3, 4, and 5 domains,
respectively.
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basic structure of the alkali feldspars and even relatively
small single crystals require the multidomain theory.
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1.4

MH-10 Single crystal
1.0

SUMMARY

AND DISCUSSION

The Arrhenius plots for samples with a distribution of
diffusion domain sizes depend not only on the activation
energy, frequency factor and size distribution, but also on
the specific heating schedule (the temperature and duration
of each step) used. Thus careful designof heating schedules
produces Arrhenius plots that more clearly expose the
activation energies of the various size fractions. Data from
splits of the MH-10 orthoclase showed that the activation
energies of the different domains in the distribution appear
similar

to within

6
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about 4 kcal/mol.

MH-42 Single crystal

We developed a simple method to determine a set of
distribution parameters that produces synthetic Arrhenius
plot and log(r/r0) plot which fit satisfactorilythe corresponding actual data. We showed that the determination of the
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Fig. 12. Interpretationsof the data from MH-10.bm usingspherical or planargeometry.The actuallog (r/ro) plots and age spectrum
are shownin heavy lines. The log (r/ro) plot for the MH-10.bm data
calculated using plane slabs (heavy dotted line), falls above that
calculated using spheres(heavy solid line). Both an Arrhenius plot
and a log (r/ro) plot require that the geometrybe specifiedand will
differ depending on what geometry is assumed. The distributions
obtained by fits to the log (r/ro)plotsare shown in the inset, with
open columns for slabs and solid columns for spheres. Theoretical
log (r/ro) plots and age spectrawere calculatedfor these distributions and are shown by dotted and dashed lines for the cases of
planar and spherical geometry, respectively. The cooling history
determined by fitting the age spectrum assumingeach geometry is
shown in the inset to the age spectraplot. Note that no appreciable
difference in cooling history results from using one or the other
geometry.

Fig. 13. Log (r/ro) plots for single crystals separatedfrom the
Chain of Ponds pluton samples. The correspondingArrhenius plots
are shown in the insets. The log (r/ro) plots of the single crystal
samples show a distribution of diffusion domains sizes very similar
to that of aggregate samples. The solid symbols in the Arrhenius
plots and the heavy lines in the log (r/ro) plots are for data obtained
at temperatures above the onset of melting and thus should be
ignored.

segmentof cooling history is not sensitive to changesin the
distribution and to the particular choice of the domain

geometry
providedtheyfit the samesetof 39Ardata.Also,
4øAr/39Ar
measurements
onsinglecrystals
oftheMH-10and
MH-42 samples resolve distributions of diffusion domains
not unlike those found when analyzing several grains together. Thus the diffusion domains appear to be an intrinsic
property of the alkali feldspars, not separable by careful
selection of the grains to be analyzed, and the methods
developed here are equally necessary when single crystals
are use as thermochronometers. The physical nature of these
domains is of great interest to us but as yet is imperfectly
understood. Our currently efforts are directed at placing
constraints

on the size and manifestation

of these features

through microscale imaging (e.g., TEM) and controlled
experiments. Results of these experiments underway will
hopefully lead us to a refined understanding of the microstructure responsible for the diffusion domains which, in
turn, should enhance the clarity of the model.
APPENDIX

A: A SIMPLE

THE DOMAIN

METHOD

TO DETERMINE

SIZE DISTRIBUTION

The theory for multidomain samples [Lovera et al., 1989]
shows that a sample containing several diffusion domain
sizes of equal activation energy behaves, for the first release
of argon, like a uniform grain with an effective size given by
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where,

r(•bj,
pj)=ro
= j=l
• •JJ
(•J
where

s is the

number

of different

(A1)

domain

r,

sizes in the

sample.
As the extraction of gas continues, the exhaustion of the
smallest domain size produces a change in the sample's
effective size which will now reflect the characteristic of only
the larger domainsin the distribution. This property is better

Wehaveassumed
that39fm
• 0.60,and•m- •m-1<< •m,
(a similarresultis obtained
for 39fm• 0.60).Theapproximation obtainedin equation(A.5) showsthat log (r/ro) rises

from a valueof zero for 39fm• •1 to a valuecloseto
displayedif one subtracts
from the functionlog (D/ro
2) log (r*/ro) when39fm• •1. An estimateof howfastthis

correspondingto a uniform grain with effective size r 0, the

function changes, is given by the derivative of the approxi-

to 39fm(A.5),
multidomain
sample
data,log(D/r2).Dividingthisdifference mationof log(r/ro)withrespect

by two, one getslog (r/ro), which representsthe departureof
the apparent grain size r from r0. A plot of log (r/ro) versus

0 log (r/ro)

•

039fm
• 2(39fm
--• 1)39fm

thecumulative
percent39Arreleased
revealsthegascontent
of each separate domain size.
An expressionfor log (r/ro) in terms of the fraction of

1

(h7)

Equation (A7) corroboratesthe result observed in Figure

4, thata sha• change
in thelog(r/ro)occurswhen39fm•
argonreleased39froand •m can be obtainedusingthe 61.A similarexpression
canbeobtained
when39fm
• •1 +
equations presented by Lovera et al. [1989] (Appendix C,
equations (C1) and (C3)).

62, suchthat the intermediatedomainsizeis exhausted.The
relative

size of the domains

can be determined

from the

plateaus values log (r*/r o) and -log (ro), while the gas

39fm=
Z •j 1--b • a; 2exp(-OZn•'m/Pj)
j

n

1

content of each domain can be estimate

from the values of

(A2) cumulative
percent39Arreleased
whererapidchanges
in log

(r/ro)take place. A similarresultcan be obtainedfor samples
The constantsb and a n dependon the particulargeometry containingmore than three domain sizes provided that they
assumed(spherical (b = 6, a n = ntr), planar (b = 2, an =
are well separated in size.
(2n - 1)td2), and cylindrical (b = 4, a n are the roots of the
Bessel function J0))APPENDIX B' EFFECT OF DIFFERENT DOMAIN
In the case of plane slabs,log (r/ro) can be written as
SIZE DISTRIBUTIONS

1/2

4r•-2(•'m
-•'m1)}

log(r/ro)
=logz'[i39•m)•
--'•f• --'•)2]'

When the whole thermal history behaves in the way
assumed by Dodson [1973] (i.e., 1/T or t), Lovera et al.,
39fr
n< 0.60 (A3a) [1989] found that the normalized age can be written as
1/2

A agem/r

log
(dro)
=logIn[(1- 39fr
n_1)/(1
- •'9frn)
]
--2Z q•jpj-2
Z In(O•nPs/O•
lPj)exp(--Oln•'m/Pj)

39fr
n2)0.60 (A3b)

j=l

Slightly more complicated expressions are obtained for
spheresand cylinders, but they essentially lead to the same
results obtained below for plane slabs. Expression (A3) and
those for spheresand cylinders become identical in the limits

n=l
S

(B1)
o•

Z (•jp;2Z exp(- O•n•m/Pj
2 2)
j=l

n=l

of smalland large39J;n.
Note that whenthe cumulative where A age mir representsthe different in agesrelative to
fractionof argonreleasedis small,39fr
n • l, log (r/ro) the age of the last argon released in units of r.
becomes equal to zero by construction. As the extraction of
gas continues, the exhaustion of the smallest domain sizes
makes the function rise until it reaches the value -log (r0),
provided the size of the largestgrain was normalizedto one.

Also,thelocalplateauobserved
around50%39Arreleased

Now, we will calculate the difference in normalized ages
obtained for two similar domain size distributions.

In order

to simplify the calculation further, we assume that the
relation between

both distribution

is as follows:

in Figure 4 reflects the exhaustion of the smallest domain

size.Thus,one can approximate
39fr
n in thispart of the
P l = P[- t• = p• + t•

spectrum, as

It is also assumed that both distributions have equal

1/2

(A4)

39frn--•l
+2•2
j=

s

1/2

ro39m

diffusionparameters(E, Do) and satisfy all the constraints
imposed by the Arrhenius plot and normalization. Recall
that

Substitution into equation (A3) gives

log
(r/ro)
-•log
{r*2(39f
m
-

P2 = P• = 1 (B2)

(A5)

Z •j=l
j=l
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It iseasy
toverifythat139fm(•j,
pj)- 39fm(•j,
Pj)lisordere,
which assuresthat the distributionproducessimilarlog (r/ro)
plots.

Let Aa = IAgem(•b/,
pj, •m)/r- agem(qbj,
pj, •'m)/{;thep
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